Join White Faith Leaders Declaration of Responsibility in the Struggle for Racial Justice

*Faith in Action* is launching a body of anti-racism work led by white clergy and faith leaders that will complement and be accountable to black leadership within their network and beyond.

They are asking all white clergy and faith leaders to sign on and circulate this *White Faith Leader Declaration*. This statement is the product of a faith national call with more than 800 white faith leaders which included Cardinal Tobin and Bishop Stowe. It has been vetted by a team of clergy and organizers of color. Would you be willing to [add your name](#) if you identify as white and to share this declaration widely?

This initiative springs from a challenge from black clergy and organizers to do deep work in white spaces to uproot white supremacy and anti-blackness. The work led by white faith leaders will aim to lead anti-racism formation among white congregants; mobilize white people to support organizing and policy change goals led by people of color; and organize public actions to reject any public narrative that would seek to use racism, white supremacy, and anti-blackness to divide us in the run-up to the November elections.

This is one body of work within *Faith in Action’s* larger strategy and work, not their whole strategy. It will be a long-term project to build the spiritual and political muscle we need to transform our nation together, accountable to leaders and organizers of color.